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ABSTRACT: Single-domain VHH antibodies are promising reagents for medical therapy. A
conserved disulfide bond within the VHH framework region is known to be critical for thermal
stability, however, no prior studies have investigated its influence on the stability of VHH
antibody−antigen complexes under mechanical load. Here, we used single-molecule force
spectroscopy to test the influence of a VHH domain’s conserved disulfide bond on the
mechanical strength of the interaction with its antigen mCherry. We found that although
removal of the disulfide bond through cysteine-to-alanine mutagenesis significantly lowered
VHH domain denaturation temperature, it had no significant impact on the mechanical
strength of the VHH:mCherry interaction with complex rupture occurring at ∼60 pN at 103−
104 pN/sec regardless of disulfide bond state. These results demonstrate that mechanostable
binding interactions can be built on molecular scaffolds that may be thermodynamically
compromised at equilibrium.
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Single-domain antibodies are affinity proteins derived fromthe variable domains of heavy chain-only antibodies found
in the immune systems of Camelidae.1−4 These N-terminal
variable domains (VHH domains), also referred to as
“nanobodies”, are being developed for medical therapy, and
their biophysical properties are of high interest. VHHs possess
several advantageous features as compared with conventional
full-size IgG antibodies, for example, their relative ease of
production, small size (∼13 kDa), and high stability. The
VHH framework excluding complementarity determining
regions (CDRs) 1−3 contains a conserved disulfide bond
common to Ig folds found between residues Cys22 and Cys92
following the Kabat numbering scheme. This disulfide is
essential for stability, but is not strictly required for
maintenance of antigen binding ability,5 and significant efforts
have been expended to understand its precise role on binding
affinity and thermal stability of VHH domains.
Akazawa-Ogawa and colleagues reported that removal of the
canonical disulfide through mutagenesis lowered thermal
denaturation temperatures, however, the mutants retained
binding affinity.6 Similarly, Pleiner et al. reported that
production of VHH domains in an E. coli strain with a
reducing cytoplasm exhibited no loss of binding activity.7
Saerens et al. identified a universal VHH framework lacking the
conserved disulfide bond that was used as a recipient scaffold
for loop grafting,8 and several other reports of VHH
frameworks lacking the conserved disulfide bond are readily
found.9−11 Removal of the conserved disulfide typically
decreases the thermal denaturation temperature of VHHs.9,12
Furthermore, groups have reported that introduction of an
additional disulfide bond linking CDRs 1 and 3 strongly
stabilizes the VHH folded structure13−16 and increases thermal
stability.
Despite this knowledge on VHH binding affinity and folding
stability following disulfide bond removal, there is nothing
known about its effects on VHH antibody/antigen complexes
under load. The response of antibody/antigen complexes to
mechanical force is likely to be therapeutically relevant in drug
delivery systems where shear stress is present, for example,
during the delivery of nanoparticles to cell surfaces under flow.
Single-molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS) with the atomic
force microscope (AFM) has been used to characterize the
mechanical stability of folded domains17−21 and receptor/
ligand interactions,22 for example, in studies on biotin/avidin
systems,23−25 antibody/antigen complexes,26−29 pathogenic
adhesin proteins,30−32 as well as cellulose adhesion domains
(Cohesin/Dockerin).33−41 When receptor/ligand complexes
are separated under mechanical load, they can dissociate
through energetic pathways that differ from those achieved at
equilibrium. These pathways are specific to the direction in
which force is applied to the complex, which depends on the
amino acid positions used to attach the molecules to the
surface/cantilever tip.
When formed within folded protein structures, disulfide
bonds create rigid staples that pin nonconsecutive residues
together, modulating protein mechanical properties by
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enhancing mechanostability of folded domains,42−44 increasing
rupture forces of receptor/ligand complexes,45,46 or in some
cases decreasing unfolding forces.44,47,48 To the best of our
knowledge, only one prior report examined the mechanical
response of a VHH antibody/antigen complex.49 In that
system, an anti-GFP VHH was attached to a cantilever tip
while GFP was tethered to a surface either through its C- or N-
terminus. However, different disulfide bond states were not
considered. The role of disulfide bond state on VHH
antibody/antigen mechanics therefore remains unknown.
Here, we addressed this question by characterizing the
biophysical properties and unbinding energy landscape of a
VHH/mCherry receptor/ligand complex using AFM-SMFS
while perturbing the disulfide bond. We prepared wild type
(WT) and three mutant VHH domains which converted one
or both of the conserved cysteines to alanine. We then
characterized this 4-member VHH library using thermal
denaturation differential scanning fluorescence (DSF), iso-
thermal titration calorimetry (ITC), surface plasmon reso-
nance (SPR), and AFM-SMFS to understand the effects of
disulfide bond removal on the biophysical performance of
VHH.
For AFM-SMFS studies, we cloned the VHH(WT) domain
containing two cysteines in frame with the fourth domain of
Dictyostelium discoideum F-actin cross-linking filamin
(ddFLN4).50 We cloned the gene for the target antigen
(mCherry) in frame with a “found in various architectures”
(FIVAR) domain.31 The ddFLN4 and FIVAR domains were
located at the C-termini of their respective fusion proteins and
contained C-terminal ybbR and hexahistidine tags. The ybbR
tag was used to covalently and site-specifically immobilize the
proteins onto coenzyme A (CoA)-functionalized AFM canti-
lever tips and coverglass surfaces, respectively, via 4′-
phosphopantetheinyl transferase (Sfp)-mediated ligation51
(Supporting Information). The nomenclature for these
proteins is VHH(WT)-ddFLN4 and mCherry-FIVAR where
the yBBR and hexahistidine tags are omitted for brevity.
In addition to VHH(WT)-ddFLN4, we produced three
mutant VHHs where either one or both cysteines was mutated
to alanine. These mutants, denoted VHH(C24A), VHH-
(C98A), and VHH(C24A, C98A) lacked the ability to form
the conserved disulfide bond. All proteins were produced both
as fusions with ddFLN4 and FIVAR which served as marker/
fingerprint domains for AFM-SMFS, as well as in isolated form
for SPR, ITC, and DSF measurements. Protein sequence are
provided in the Supporting Information.
Proteins were expressed and purified from E. coli SHuffle
cells using metal ion affinity and size exclusion chromatog-
raphy. E. coli SHuffle cells are commonly used for cytoplasmic
production of VHH domains and facilitate easier purification
and higher yields as compared with periplasmic expres-
sion.52−56 Protein molecular weight and purity were confirmed
via denaturing sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and mass spectrometry (Supple-
mentary Figure 1). We confirmed disulfide bonding in
VHH(WT) using Ellman’s reagent (5,5-dithio-bis(2-nitro-
benzoic acid)) to measure the presence of free cysteines
under native and denaturing conditions. The semiquantitative
results shown in Supplementary Table 1 indicated that >75%
of VHH(WT) molecules contained oxidized disulfides.
To understand the effect of disulfide bond removal on
equilibrium affinity, kinetic off rates and thermal denaturation
temperatures, we tested VHH domains as isolated proteins
lacking the marker domains using ITC, SPR, and DSF (Table
Table 1. Quantification of Binding Affinity and Thermal Stability of WT and Mutant VHH Domainsa
ITC SPR DSF
sample
ΔH
(cal·mol−1)
ΔS
(cal·mol−1·deg−1) KD (nM) koff (10
−3 s−1)
kon
(103 M−1 s−1) KD (nM) Tm1 (°C) Tm2 (°C)
VHH(WT) −5187 15.4 68.97 ± 12.70 8.53 ± 0.04 52.34 ± 15.4 162.97 ± 47.53 52.35 ± 0.04 70.2 ± 0.14
C24A −4691 16.6 86.96 ± 9.81 10.67 ± 0.04 55.25 ± 17.91 193.12 ± 61.18 47.25 ± 0.04 ND
C98A −4318 17.2 121.80 ± 17.36 10.82 ± 0.04 55.82 ± 9.98 193.84 ± 31.38 46.80 ± 0.10 ND
C24A/C98A −4120 17.2 168.92 ± 31.66 11.55 ± 0.06 54.70 ± 19.30 211.15 ± 85.04 47.02 ± 0.06 ND
aND, not detected; errors indicate 95% confidence intervals (see respective methods in Supporting Information).
Figure 1. AFM-SMFS on VHH/mCherry complexes. (a) Homology model of VHH domain. The disulfide bond is shown as surface mesh in blue
and yellow. Modeling was carried out using the ABodyBuilder server.58 (b) Measurement setup with mCherry-FIVAR attached to the cantilever
and VHH-ddFLN4 attached to the substrate. (c) Typical force versus extension trace showing unfolding of FIVAR (cyan) and ddFLN4 (orange)
marker domains, followed by complex rupture. (d) Contour length histogram of the data in panel (c). Increments between peaks were used to
make domain assignments to unfolding events.
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1). ITC indicated that VHH(WT) had the highest affinity (KD
= 68.97 nM) and VHH(C24A, C98A) had the lowest affinity
(KD = 169.92 nM) whereas VHH(C24A) and VHH(C98A)
exhibited intermediate affinities (KD = 86.96 and 121.8 nM,
respectively). These differences in bulk affinity suggested that
under equilibrium conditions, removal of the disulfide bond
slightly destabilized the bound complex. SPR results (Table 1)
demonstrated the same trend as ITC, albeit with overall higher
KD values. We attributed the lower affinities measured by SPR
to the surface immobilization protocol which relied on N-
hydroxysuccinimide coupling to lysine groups on the surfaces
of the proteins, which can lower apparent affinity. Thermal
denaturation analysis by DSF indicated that removal of the
canonical disulfide bond in the 3 mutant VHH domains
decreased the first thermal melting peak by >5 °C. VHH(WT)
furthermore exhibited an additional second thermal melting
transition at 70.2 °C that was not observed for any of the
mutants.
To test the effects of disulfide removal on VHH/mCherry
complex stability from a mechanical perspective, we used
AFM-SMFS (Figure 1a). A cantilever tip bearing covalently
linked mCherry-FIVAR was brought into contact with a
surface bearing covalently linked VHH(WT)-ddFLN4, form-
ing a molecular complex. The cantilever was retracted at
constant speed and in cases when a molecular complex had
successfully formed, the force−distance traces exhibited
sawtooth like features characteristic of marker domain
unfolding and VHH/mCherry complex rupture (Figure 1b).
The approach-retract cycle was repeated tens of thousands of
times while actuating the XY stage between each measurement
to sample a different surface-bound VHH domain in each
trace. Large data sets consisting of typically ∼20 000 force
versus extension curves were filtered using contour length
transformation to identify specific interactions.57
Following unfolding and stretching of FIVAR (Figure 1b,
cyan) and ddFLN4 (Figure 1b, orange) via an intermediate
state, the final peak represented rupture of a single VHH/
mCherry complex. Following rupture, the cantilever lost its
tether to the surface and the force dropped to zero (Figure 1b,
gray). Domain assignments were made using wormlike chain
polymer transformation and contour length analysis as
previously described.57 A typical contour length histogram
(Figure 1c) showed peak-to-peak length increments corre-
sponding to the amino acid sequence lengths of ddFLN4 and
FIVAR minus the folded domain lengths.
Because the forces required to unfold the ddFLN4 and
FIVAR marker domains and the force required to rupture the
VHH/mCherry complex all lie in a similar range, we observed
traces where the order of marker domain unfolding was
reversed or where only one of the marker domains unfolded
prior to complex rupture. In order to avoid biases59 during
energy landscape reconstruction, we included traces showing
one and even zero marker domains in the analysis while
applying a minimal contour length filter to remove nonspecific
adhesion events close to the surface (<60 nm = 2× PEG spacer
length). Supplementary Figure 2 in the Supporting Informa-
tion shows example traces containing zero, one, and two
marker domain unfolding events prior to complex rupture and
their overall prevalence in a representative data set.
To obtain energy landscape parameters, we performed
AFM-SMFS measurements at pulling speeds of 400, 800, 1600,
and 3200 nm/s and detected 2,463 specific rupture events
from analysis of individual force−extension traces (Figure 2a).
The complex rupture force distributions (Figure 2b) show that
rupture of the VHH(WT)/mCherry occurs most probably at
∼60−70 pN at loading rates of ∼103−104 pN/s. Force-
dependent bound lifetimes (Figure 2c) were generated using
histogram transformation and fitting as described by Dudko,
Hummer, and Szabo (DHS).60 We assumed a harmonic well
with a cusplike energy barrier (v = 0.5) to fit the lifetime data
and obtain values for the activation barrier height (ΔG‡),
distance to the transition state (Δx) and intrinsic lifetime (t0),
yielding: ΔG‡ = 9.04 kBT; Δx = 0.46 nm; and t0 = 2.07 s from
this measurement.
When protein−protein interactions are mechanically dis-
sociated, it is difficult to determine if dissociation is driven by
unfolding of one of the binding partners and loss of the
binding epitope structure, or by global loss of contact between
two well-folded proteins.61 Given that disulfide bonding
supports overall VHH fold stability, if VHH/mCherry
mechanical dissociation were driven by loss of VHH tertiary
structure, then removal of the disulfide bond could potentially
Figure 2. Dynamic force spectroscopy on VHH(WT)/mCherry complexes. (a) VHH(WT)/mCherry complex rupture events detected at four
pulling speeds from 400 to 3 200 nm/s. Colored points represent rupture events of individual molecular complexes. Open circle markers represent
the most probable rupture force and average loading rate at each pulling speed. The dashed line represents the Bell-Evans fit to the open circle. (b)
Rupture force histograms at each pulling speed. (c) Lifetime plot obtained using histogram transformation based on the DHS model with v = 0.5.
The dashed line represents the fit to the DHS model.
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lower the forces at which the VHH/mCherry complex
dissociates. We performed AFM-SMFS on VHH(C24A),
VHH(C98A), and VHH(C24A, C98A) using identical
expression, purification and surface chemical procedures as
for VHH(WT). We obtained several thousand specific single-
molecule interaction traces for each mutant and analyzed the
rupture force behavior (Figure 3). As shown in Figure 3a, the
dynamic force spectra for all three mutants look remarkably
similar to that of VHH(WT) with VHH/mCherry rupture
events occurring at ∼60 pN at loading rates between 103−104
pN/s. Rupture force histograms (Figure 3b) and lifetime
analyses (Figure 3c) reflect the fact that no significant
differences were observed upon mutagenesis of one or both
cysteines. The fitted parameters based on least-squares fitting
of the force versus lifetime plot to the DHS model with a cusp-
like barrier are shown in Table 2.
The similarity of the SMFS results from all four members of
the VHH library demonstrates that the mechanostability of the
VHH/mCherry interaction is independent of the disulfide
bond state and supports an interpretation that VHH remains
folded at the time of bond rupture. If complex rupture was
driven by VHH domain unfolding, one would expect that
removal of the stabilizing disulfide bond would result in lower
rupture forces. The limiting factor in VHH/mCherry
mechanostability is therefore likely to be noncovalent
interactions at the binding interface, not overall mechanical
stability of VHH. This effect could be geometry/linkage
dependent, and anchoring VHH at a different position in its
sequence could result in a case where disulfide bonding
stabilizes the interaction under force. It is known that CDR3 is
the most crucial CDR for binding affinity. A superficial
inspection of the structure (Figure 1a) indicates that the C-
terminal anchor geometry for VHH could easily direct tensile
forces directly to CDR3 and across the binding interface, and
indeed our results are consistent with such a scenario. Despite
disulfide bonding being an important contributor to VHH
thermal stability, our results indicate it plays a relatively minor
role in antigen binding both under equilibrium conditions
where the differences measured by ITC and SPR were small, as
well as under mechanical load as tested by AFM-SMFS. As a
burgeoning class of immunotherapeutic molecules, VHH
domains represent an interesting case study in the interplay
between thermal stability, antigen binding affinity, and
molecular mechanical properties.
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Figure 3. SMFS experiments on VHH(WT) and disulfide bond knockout mutants C24A, C98A, and C24A/C98A. (a) Dynamic force spectra of
VHH library members obtained from four pulling speeds from 400 to 3, 200 nm/s. Points shown represent the most probable rupture force versus
average loading rate at a given pulling speed. The dashed line represents the Bell-Evans model fit. (b) Rupture force histograms obtained at each
pulling speed. (c) Data fitting with the DHS model was used to extract energy landscape parameters shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Most Probable Rupture Forces (Errors Are Full Width at Half-Maximum for Each Rupture Force Distribution)
Obtained Different Pulling Speeds and Energy Landscape Parameters (±SD) Based on the DHS Model (v = 0.5)
most probable rupture force (pN) Dudko−Hummer−Szabo model
sample 400 nm/s 800 nm/s 1600 nm/s 3200 nm/s ΔG (kBT) Δx (nm) t0 (s)
VHH_WT 68.78 ± 9.85 70.21 ± 10.15 73.04 ± 12.29 73.42 ± 15.65 10.91 ± 1.57 0.61 ± 0.16 11.02 ± 7.93
C24A 67.18 ± 14.12 69.42 ± 15.33 72.72 ± 19.63 76.44 ± 22.55 10.47 ± 3.01 0.59 ± 0.20 12.16 ± 8.91
C98A 65.67 ± 16.07 69.82 ± 19.01 71.6 ± 22.71 75.46 ± 25.16 9.22 ± 1.96 0.49 ± 0.21 3.06 ± 2.87
C24A/C98A 59.11 ± 12.76 64.07 ± 14.65 69.06 ± 19.13 71.42 ± 20.54 8.93 ± 1.93 0.46 ± 0.20 2.12 ± 2.01
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